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In a global economy suffering from inflation, the increasingly high cost of 
card payments adds another potential inflationary force to rising prices. 
And while card processing fees already average three percent, Visa and 
Mastercard are set to raise interchange fees in April after postponing for a 
year due to pressure from merchants and lawmakers. Card processing is 
a highly profitable sector, with margins of 50 percent for the card networks 
and 30 percent for acquirers and issuers. 

Businesses and consumers literally pay the price for these profits. Despite 
the dissatisfaction with card processing fees, many companies consider 
it “the cost of doing business” and continue to accept only the “big three” 
payment types—cash, card and check. 

Well, the “big three” monopoly is over for both business and consumer 
payments.

It’s not that alternative payment methods are unknown—the ACH Network 
has processed more than 60 billion bank transfers since 2018—it’s under-
standing the advantages of offering alternative payments and removing 
barriers to make them more appealing. Businesses that accept four or 
more types of payment options bring in seven times more annual revenue. 

A 7X bigger budget is worth the investment.
Businesses need to invest in account-to-account payment  
technology today. More than ever, it’s easier and safer to transfer 
funds quickly and securely around the world. Account-to-account 
payments are easy and affordable whether the payment is for 
$150,000 or $5. With fast and cost-effective account-to-account 
transactions, the movement of money is as seamless as the  
movement of data.
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Account to Account Payment Technology

Account-to-account transfers are the movement of funds  
from an account at one financial institution to an account  
at another financial institution. In the United States, ACH,  
RTP (real-time payments) and push-to-card payments are  
examples of account-to-account transactions using different 
payment networks. 

Launched in the 1970s, the ACH Network was the catalyst 
 for faster payments in the U.S. In the final quarter of 2021, 
 7.5 billion ACH payments were made—a 13 percent  
increase over the same period in 2020.

And Same Day ACH payments grew exponentially, up  
75 percent in Q4 2021. Payment volumes on the ACH 
Network are poised for even faster growth as Nacha, the 
organization overseeing the network, prepares to expand 
Same Day ACH transaction limits in March to $1 million.

In 2017, The Clearing House introduced the RTP®  
network to bring real-time payments to the United States. 
The network continues to grow in popularity. In Q4 2021, 
the RTP network processed 35 million transactions and 
more than $16 billion, nearly doubling Q4 2020.
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https://www.nacha.org/news/nacha_fourth_quarter_2021_release
https://www.theclearinghouse.org/payment-systems/rtp


ACH Network Payment Volume (in Billions)

ACH payment volume since 2016. (Source: Nacha)

ACH Network Dollar Volume (in Trillions)

Dollar value of ACH payments since 2016. (Source: Nacha)

RTP Network Quarterly Payment Activity

Source: The Clearing House
Table showing RTP Quarterly Payment Activity
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The RTP network enables real-time transactions from one bank account to  
another, with rich remittance data for business transactions and request for 
payment for debit transactions. Request for payment is a digital request that if 
approved, automatically initiates a real-time credit transfer. Request for payment is 
a massive opportunity for innovation that requires blending strong authentication, 
payment authorization and multiple parties to compete with card transactions. 

Today, the RTP network’s real-time payment capabilities are accessible to financial 
institutions that hold 75 percent of U.S. demand deposit accounts (DDAs). The  
RTP network currently reaches 61 percent of U.S. DDAs.

“The RTP network is a platform that fosters payments innovation from financial 
institutions and their clients,” says The Clearing House Senior Vice President  
Elena Whisler. “Everyday we are pleasantly surprised to hear about the creative ways 
RTP network participants and their customers are using the platform’s embedded 
features and capabilities to improve business processes, create new products,  
accelerate payments and improve customer satisfaction.”

An often overlooked account-to-account  
payment method is a push-to-card payment. 
Push-to-card involves the card rails, combining the 
speed of a card transaction with the affordability 
and control of an account-to-account payment.

And in 2023, the Federal Reserve plans to release 
FedNow, an instant payment service.

Each network offers its own advantages, from 
higher transaction limits, finality of funds and  
request for payment capabilities. 

Technologists are excited about the development  
of new account-to-account payment methods  
because they offer several advantages over  
traditional payment options.

“Everyday we are pleasantly  
surprised to hear about the  
creative ways RTP network  

participants and their customers 
are using the platform’s embedded 
features and capabilities to improve 

business processes, create new  
products, accelerate payments  

and improve customer satisfaction.”
ELENA WHISTLER

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT | THE CLEARING HOUSE
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https://www.theclearinghouse.org/payment-systems/rtp/institution
https://www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems/fednow_about.htm


A2A Advantages

FLEXIBLE APIs

Software Engineers can quickly  
build new automation to facilitate  
money movement.

FAST SETTLEMENT

End users can see money move at the 
same speed they’re used to seeing  
other information technology work  
in their lives.

AUTOMATED TREASURY  
MANAGEMENT
Reconciliation is streamlined to  
simplify reporting and optimize  
operational efficiencies.

LOWER COSTS

A2A payments typically have lower 
fees compared to credit cards or 
check processing.

IMPROVED SECURITY

Modern payment systems incorporate 
cutting-edge security standards like 
Webauthn, part of the FINDO2 standard 
from the FIDO Alliance, which can  
enable biometric authentication.

MIX & MATCH PAYMENT METHODS

Organizations can combine the A2A 
payment methods that are the most 
effective for their business.

Today’s technology harnesses  
the power of these payment  
networks, the connectedness of  
data providers and the backing  
of financial institutions to unlock a 
more connected experience 
—creating the Open Banking triangle.
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https://fidoalliance.org/certification/biometric-component-certification/


Account to Account Use Cases

You might think of innovations in account-to-account payments as a technol-
ogy-first approach to traditional bank transfers. These payment rails are being 
digitally transformed.

The language for connecting to today’s account-to-account payments is APIs.
 
APIs reduce technical and operational costs, enabling innovators to focus on their 
core product or service. By interfacing with a standards-compliant API, innovative 
businesses can access the global financial system using an intuitive interface to 
communicate instructions using minimal lines of code.

The most fun part of any new technology is putting it in the hands of innovators 
and seeing what they do with it. A 2021 global study by McKinsey found that while 
banks are making progress in API maturity, 61 percent of respondents have not 
yet fully explored opportunities of banking as a service. 

Which is why fintechs are well-positioned to create products that strike the  
balance of data exchange, user experience and payment methods to satisfy 
emerging use cases. 

BNPL USE CASE Buy now, pay later, gives the customer more control over their transactions, 
while challenging the role of card networks. After attaching and verifying  
a bank account, a business can perform balance checks and automate the 
repayment schedule.

PAYROLL USE CASES Payroll is preloaded into a digital wallet and scheduled for disbursement  
to a debit card, bank account or other digital wallet in real time. 

SUPPLY CHAIN USE CASES
The check deposit process is replaced with account-to-account disbursements. 

REAL ESTATE USE CASES Earnest money goes from account to account, collecting proceeds from  
a sale or automating the payments to contractors and insurance agents.  

CRYPTO USE CASE Account-to-account payments can enable the funding of wallets so  
crypto buyers are ready to trade when the opportunity arises in the 
cryptocurrency ecosystem.  
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https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/from-tech-tool-to-business-asset-how-banks-are-using-b2b-apis-to-fuel-growth


The Open Banking Movement

If the Open Banking movement is to succeed in the United States, individuals and 
businesses need to overcome customers’ long-standing hesitancy to provide 
account information, along with banks not having interoperable systems. These 
challenges contributed to the dominance of credit cards in the U.S.

We’ve already seen the impact of Open Banking on financial behavior in Europe and 
the United Kingdom. The Open Banking movement has been regulator driven since 
the Payment Services Directive Two (PSD2) was introduced in the European Union 
in 2016, and the Open Banking Standard took effect in the United Kingdom in 2018. 
More than 2.5 million U.K. consumers and businesses use Open Banking-enabled 
products to manage their finances, access credit and make payments. Across  
Europe, the number of Open Banking users hit about 12.2 million in 2020.

“The Open Banking revolution in Europe has been a powerful force for giving  
consumers more payment options,” says Plaid Global Head of Policy John Pitts.  
“As the U.S. and other markets adopt Open Finance, account-to-account payments 
are poised for global growth.”

Another exciting example of account-to-account payments is India’s Unified  
Payments Interface (UPI). UPI is a system that powers multiple bank accounts  
into a single mobile application, offering all the features that make account-to- 
account compelling: low cost, instant confirmation, settlement and low risk. Since 
launching in 2016, the growth has been exceptional in the number of participating 
banks, transaction volume and value increasing.

“The Open Banking revolution in Europe 
has been a powerful force for giving 
consumers more payment options. 
As the U.S. and other markets adopt 
Open Finance, account-to-account 
payments are poised for global growth.”

JOHN PITTS  
GLOBAL HEAD OF POLICY | PLAID
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https://www.openbanking.org.uk/news/three-years-since-psd2-marked-the-start-of-open-banking-the-uk-has-built-a-world-leading-ecosystem/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1228771/open-banking-users-worldwide/


Worldwide, the number of people using Open Banking-enabled 
products is forecast to reach 132.2 million by 2024.

Open Banking increases access by data providers and technology companies to 
the data once held only by financial institutions. APIs (application programming 
interfaces) make this communication possible to maximize the interoperability of 
the global financial system.  

Bank customers can choose to grant third-party providers access to their financial 
data and obtain services from those parties (e.g. Mint, Quicken). As a result,  
financial services have seen unprecedented growth and pushed technology  
ever further. 

“As each country looks to bring those three 
things together—data providers, financial 
institutions and account-to-account payment 
providers—to move money, the next step is  
then to provide connectivity between those  
Open Banking players. 

And I think that’s where the next big opportunity is, and that’s where we’re 
helping our customers think about how to take advantage of Open Banking.”
DAVE GLASER
PRESIDENT & COO | DWOLLA

In the United States, we have the opportunity to use existing systems in other 
countries as examples of how to shift control over data from banks to individuals. 
Consumers are more aware than ever of the possibilities and the value their data 
can unlock. 

Open Banking exists to deliver the right pieces of data to the right people 
at the right time, so individuals can turn data points into usable information. 
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/1228771/open-banking-users-worldwide/


Data Providers Unlock the Potential of Open Banking

Imagine the business insights you can unlock now that 
your financial data isn’t kept under lock and key. 

The portability of data is a crucial element of 
the Open Banking movement.

The public perception of data sharing also  
appears to be consistent with this view. A  
Mckinsey survey of 3,000 individuals found  
the willingness to share data doubles when 
customers find an appealing product or  
service enabled by it, or understand the  
value data might bring to them. 

Fintechs have only begun to scratch the surface 
when it comes to the amount of data they can 
curate for their users and how that data can 
create valuable products. 

With access to the right data,  
a company can find deeper insights into 
their finances, identify transaction trends, 
spot suspicious activity or discover  
strategic opportunities for growth.  
Offering a more comprehensive data  
picture gives businesses the opportunity 
to run their operations more efficiently.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial%20services/our%20insights/financial%20data%20unbound%20the%20value%20of%20open%20data%20for%20individuals%20and%20institutions/financial-data-unbound-discussion-paper-june-2021.pdf


Creating a Community of Threat Sharing

Access to data naturally raises concerns regarding security and privacy, 
but threat sharing can help manage these concerns. 

Threat sharing is when data and payment service providers collaborate to 
check suspicious activity across multiple lists at once. Government was an 
early pioneer in risk information sharing, though it was not instantaneous. 
Today, an IP address, email account or other identifiable information is 
checked within seconds across a variety of systems, with a verification 
decision made through automation and sophisticated threat modeling. 

As more companies continue to share data elements related to unusual  
or suspicious activity, threat sharing can increase security, accelerate 
decisioning and reduce friction by decreasing manual reviews of ACH 
transactions. A 2018 Federal Reserve report found ACH payments had the 
lowest fraud rate, by value, among the top three non-cash payment types 
in the United States: cards, checks and ACH. Participation in ACH requires 
adhering to strong security and data requirements.

With Customer Due Diligence rules in place, account verification, and  
payment authorization measures constantly running, bad actors must 
jump through several hoops to successfully commit a fraudulent  
account-to-account transaction. 

Open Banking allows consumers to enable their financial institutions and 
fintech service providers to share information that can take this one step 
further. To the degree that cybersecurity professionals can utilize various 
types of information to stop attackers in their tracks, such data sharing 
might enhance detection and prevention of fraud. 

It’s not hard to imagine speed and security working hand in hand consid-
ering how well the RTP network, FedNow and ACH Network could work 
together. The need for frictionless and secure faster payment methods is 
here, making threat sharing the holy grail of data security.
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https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/changes-in-us-payments-fraud-from-2012-to-2016-20181016.pdf
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Crossing the Digital Chasm

In the United States, 55 percent 
of U.S. consumers already use 
fintech payment solutions, with 
many (44 percent) having at 
least two accounts. Partnership 
between fintechs and the 18,000 
financial institutions in the United 
States is key to unlocking Open 
Banking in 2022 and beyond. 

Fintechs need to partner with the right financial institution for new payment 
technology to cross the digital chasm and into mainstream consumer behavior. 
Increasing adoption will require financial institutions to build out supplemental 
features and encourage participation from others. 

Financial institutions that view innovation, consumer experience and frictionless 
payments as an infinite-sum game embrace the enhancements of the ACH, RTP 
and FedNow networks.
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Interoperability of Global Payment Systems

Global adoption of account-to-account payment technology gives countries at all 
stages of development safe, secure and fast payment solutions. Interoperability 
provides the opportunity to transcend the currently guarded payments landscape. 
Getting the various payment rails to all speak the same language enables U.S.-
based systems to communicate with international payment service providers.

For instance, how will the RTP, FedNow and SEPA (Single Euro Payments Area) 
networks talk to each other? The good news is that international payment systems 
are focused on the same type of messaging format — ISO20022 — a consistent 
and common way to exchange information.

ISO20022 will help increase global commerce, and the interoperability will help 
facilitate cross-border payments to suppliers and customers in different countries 
and currencies. 

Forecasting the Future

Account-to-account payments are integral to business  
today and well into the future, whether you’re a startup,  
a legacy company undergoing a digital transformation  
or a financial institution bringing faster payments to your 
customers. Account-to-account transaction types are 
poised to transform payments as businesses realize the 
benefits of discarding outdated processes for payment  
rails that allow them to manage complex payment flows 
and transaction timing. 

The future of business-to-business and business-to- 
consumer payments in the United States depends on the 
Open Banking technology that is already popular in other 
parts of the world.

All three players—data providers, financial institutions  
and account-to-account payment solutions—must come 
together to revolutionize the payments industry and move 
money at the speed of the internet.

“It’s fascinating to watch 
the free market on full 

display versus the credit 
card monopolies.

 People are going to 
start to box them out 

and look for alternative 
payment rails.”

BRADY HARRIS
CEO | DWOLLA
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